
BRO PARK SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5

RACE 1, V64-1 1400

2 Dharwin comes from a promising qualifier. Gifted apprentice
in this debut and the three-year-old is our winner here. 1 Pearl
Lounge was ahead of King Felix Sacc after a nice inside ride in
the last race a bit behind outstanding Im A Dragon. In the mix. 3
King Felix Sacc has done alright so far. Tought weight
conditions here but is ridden with new equipment too.
Contender. 5 Nintu Sacc just kept up the pace at the end in the
last run a bit behind the first horses. Possible outsider if
improved.

RANK
A: 2

B: 1-3-5-4

C:

Top 4: 2-1-3-5

Trifecta:
1: 2
2: 1, 3, 5
3: 1, 3, 4, 5
Total: 9 x 2 = 18

RACE 2, V64-2 1400

1 Stureplan was improved in the last race and just closely
defeated by Mr Kygo. Could be even better now and has top
chance here. Banker. 6 Snowfoot is promising and has one race
under his belt after a long break. Blinkers again and the five-
year-old is the main challenger. 3 Flying Barrel is good for this
class but the form is a question mark. Outsider if in good shape.
2 Fast And Free gave up at the end after an offensive ride.
Better distance today and could cause an upset.

RANK
A: 1

B: 6-3-2-5-4

C:

Top 4: 1-6-3-2

Trifecta:
1: 1
2: 2, 3, 6
3: 2, 3, 5, 6
Total: 9 x 2 = 18



BRO PARK SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5

RACE 3, V64-3 1400

4 Spenzer scored a nice victory and scored a strong second spot
to Cece Amazing in the race after. Is ridden by an apprentice
again and an early pick here. 5 Wild Tobacco won over these
conditions two starts back and showed good form against
tougher opponents in the race after. 1 Menina has been
consistent and good without winning. Tougher weight towards
Wild Tobacco today but possible outsider. 2 Snowstorm has
been on the way up in the last two starts and could cause a
surprise here if improved again.

RANK
A: 4-5

B: 1-2

C: 3

Top 4: 4-5-1-2

Trifecta:
1: 4, 5
2: 4, 5
3: 1, 2, 3
Total: 6 x 2 = 12

RACE 4, V64-4 1600

4 Cousteau got four kilo up after the convincing victory in the
last race but faces still nice conditions here. Our winner. 1 The
Gurka has two wins in the last three starts and this shorter
distance he has earlier handled very well. Main challenger. 5
Guy Diamond is in good shape and Tina Henriksson is a good
amateur jockey. In the mix. 3 Jungle Dream has not won for a
while and the form is a question mark. Could cause an upset
though.

RANK
A: 4

B: 1-5-3-2

C:

Top 4: 4-1-5-3

Trifecta:
1: 4
2: 1, 5
3: 1, 2, 3, 5
Total: 6 x 2 = 12



BRO PARK SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5

RACE 5, V64-5 2100

5 Ocean Side was second to Mr Kygo in the last race and very
brave after a tough outside ride. Our winner with a similar
performance. 6 April Song was on the way to a third win in a row
in the last race but was relegated to a second spot. Apprentice
today and main challenger. 7 Suspicious Boy did alright in the
last race in the debut for a new trainer. This longer distance
should be an advantage. 4 Strawberry has not convinced lately
but is ridden again with blinkers. Could cause an upset here.

RANK
A: 5

B: 6-7-4-1-3-2

C:

Top 4: 5-6-7-4

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 6, 7
3: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7
Total: 10 x 2 = 20

RACE 6, V64-6 2100

5 Sir Duke comes from a well-deserved victory after a couple of
nice efforts. Faces perfect conditions here and is our pick. 6
Rough Boy convinced a lot in the last race after a convincing
victory over this 2100 dt. Main challenger. 4 High Max put in a
good effort in the last race after a pause. Was third to Sir Duke
but unfortunately he faces tougher weight towards the latter
one today. 2 Day Trader comes from a convincing victory after
castration and should be followed again despite this longer
distance.

RANK
A: 5-6

B: 4-2-1-3

C:

Top 4: 5-6-4-2

Trifecta:
1: 5, 6
2: 5, 6
3: 2, 4
Total: 4 x 2 = 8
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